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Editorial

e-flight globally:

E-Flight Hub in Germany

C

Covid-19 and the Russian attack on Ukraine have shown
that globalization is neither easy nor a solution for everything. Merely looking for the cheapest solution (like gas
and oil from Russia) can be a very expensive mistake and
lead to humanitarian disasters and broken supply chains.
It’s said that if the Germans do something, they do it consistently. Germany – my country – has depended on
Russian fossil energy more than most other countries in
Europe. At the same time, Germany is one of the industrial
countries leading the development of renewable energy. If
we want to continue being the industrial and tech head of
Europe and at the same time want to help stop Russian aggression, we only have one chance: We have to move towards electrification of our mobility, create renewable energy production, and a diversification of the remaining fossil
energy where it is still needed. Fighting global warming,
which we would have had to do anyway, but now we must
do it much faster than we thought – thank you, Mr. Putin –
is pushing us to develop future technology.
What is this political blabla doing in an aviation magazine?
A lot – as many of these developments support e-mobility
in the air. And it’s not only Volocopter and Lilium.
Many signs show that we are going in the right direction.
Just this year, the DLR, Europe’s largest research facility for
aviation, opened in Magdeburg-Cochstedt a research center to explore the joint operation of UAS, eVTOL, and existing aviation, with massive airspace for exploration of beyond-line-of-sight operations. In spring, DLR also opened
another institute for “Electrified Aero Engines” in Cottbus.
And the DLR institutes and other German research facilities – like the technical universities - are producing output
for the future.
The aviation industry can be seen in many spin-offs over
the last few years. The latest examples are H2Fly from
Professor Josef Kallo, who was at DLR researching for fuel
cell-driven aircraft for more than a decade. Now he has received an investment of $ 100 million and is working on an
electrification for the Dornier 328. Another example is the
fuel cell-driven Nex.Aero from Berlin. This lift and cruise

eVTOL-company presented a 50% sub-scale model for the
first time at the GreenTech 2022 in Berlin. Also I want to
mention that the worldwide leading show for all light electric aviation is, for more than ten years, the e-flight-Expo @
AERO in Friedrichshafen / Germany as well.
The development of components in Germany is on ahigh
level; not only does Rolls-Royce have the core of its electrical development in Germany, but also Geiger Engineering,
at the low voltage end, has already lifted several aircraft in
the air. For example, the Elektra Trainer, an aircraft flying in
the European 600 Kg Ultralight category, had its maiden
flight in June 2022. It promises to revolutionize the trainer
market in this class with more than two hours of flight duration and a climb rate of over 10 m/sec, which was singleseat-measured for the first flights. As German universities
are very well-connected with their European colleagues
and the EU initiatives, inner European across-the-border
collaborations are on the daily agenda.
Companies around the world, like Honeywell or Hyundai,
are realizing this trend, and eVTOL leaders like Joby have
offices here and in China. The Chinese company Autoflight
came with their V-1500 Prosperity eVTOL to the German
“Electric Biotope” and opened a facility of Autoflight Europe
in Augsburg near Munich to do their EASA-Certification, as
well as future developments.
With the global circumstances, CO-neutral aviation will
come sooner rather than later despite the above-mentioned challenges because, like climate change, the
change will not stop because of a war or because some
governments say it does not exist.
The transformation must continue. When the EU and
California (for example) are discussing the end of thermal
engines for cars, airplanes will follow soon, and the conversion into the hydrogen economy will see fuel cells in
conventional aircraft and in eVTOLs. Germany will be one
of the centers of this global development – and in a way,
I’m proud of this fact.
Willi Tacke
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e  News

Munich Airport and Airbus To Make Joint Efforts
to Develop eVTOL Operation
At the ILA Berlin Air Show in June Munich Airport and Airbus announced a partnership to help cities establish eVTOL aircraft operations. This effort is part of the existing Air Mobility Initiative
project which both entities are participants. In May, Munich
Airport, Airbus, the city of Ingolstadt, Deutsche Bahn, aviation
safety agency Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS), unmanned aircraft air traffic management (UTM) specialist Droniq, and Diehl
Aerospace,established the Air Mobility Initiativeto help cities and regions develop infrastructure to support advanced air

mobility (AAM) services using eVTOL aircraft. With the support of
the Bavarian state government and German federal officials, the
project is intended to assess the basis on which commercial eVTOL air taxi operations could be launched to connect German cities, as well as to advance arrangements for UTM infrastructure
and vertiports.The Air Mobility Initiative collaboration is backed
by 86 million Euro ($91 million) in public-private funding. This includes 24 million Euro from the German federal government and
17 million Euro from the state of Bavaria.

EU Commission Launched Zero Emission Aviation Alliance
On 24 June 2022 EU Commission launched the Alliance for Zero
Emission Aviation, calling on the members of the aviation community to join forces in preparing for the advent of zero emission
aircraft. The Alliance for Zero Emission Aviation aims to prepare
the aviation ecosystem for the entry into service of hydrogenand electric-powered aircraft, to ensure that air transport contributes to Europe’s 2050 climate neutrality objective. It will gather
representatives of aircraft manufacturers, airlines, airports, energy companies and fuel providers, standardization and certification agencies, passenger and environmental interest groups and
regulators.
The Alliance will jointly work to identify all barriers to the entry
into commercial service of these aircraft, establish recommendations and a roadmap to address them, promote investment projects and create synergies and momentum amongst members. In
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particular, the members will look at issues such as the fuel and
infrastructure requirements of hydrogen and electric aircraft at
airports, standardization and certification, and the implications
for operators (airlines) and air traffic management. EU expects
that over the next two decades more than 44,000 new aircraft will
be placed on the market. The potential market volume for zero
emission aircraft has been estimated at 26,000 by 2050, with a
total value of 5 trillion Euro.

e News

16th Electric Aircraft Symposium
CAFE EAS Oshkosh
The 16th CAFE Electric Aircraft Symposium starts on
23rd July in Oshkosh, WI the weekend before Airventure.
This event is a “Must” for all who are interested in electric flying. Like in the last years CAFE joint forces for the
event with the Vertical Flight Society (VFS). Leading eVTOL companies from around the world (Autoflight, Beta,
Eve, Lilium, Joby, and Volocopter) present as well as

companies and institutions which work on conventional electric Aircraft like Rolls-Royce, Diamond Aircraft,
and Elektra Aero. Who cannot make it to Wisconsin in
time can still join virtually. As experience of the corona
years the session is transmitted live in the internet. See
the schedule and registration at
https://vtol.org/events/2022-electric-aircraft-symposium
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Porsche and Embraer’s Eve Joinly
Promote eVTOL
In early June, Porsche Consulting and Embraer’s eVTOL subsidiary Eve announced that Porsche will help Eve bring its four-passenger eVTOL to large scale market of urban air mobility (UAM)
by developing a supply chain for high-volume rates of production, as well as a strategy for global manufacturing and logistics for the eVTOL expected to achieve type certification in 2025.
The master services agreement between Porsche and Eve covers studies in industrial operations, logistics, supply-chain management, and part distribution. Even though Embraer itself has a
global supply-chain and product-support network for its airliners
and business aircraft, Eve says it still requires an unprecedented

approach optimized for efficiency, productivity, and safety. The
companies say they will look at how the production of eVTOL aircraft could be scaled up and use a distributed production network as the UAM sector expands to meet demand anticipated in
cities around the world.

Rolls-Royce develops Turbogenerator for Hybrid Electric Aircraft
On 22 June 2022, Rolls-Royce announced that it will develop
new-generation turbogenerator technology to power hybrid-electric aircraft. The subsidiary in charge of electric aviation, RollsRoyce Electrical, will expand its product portfolio with these new
technologies forelectric aircraft with greater range.
The turbogenerator technology will be scalable to serve power
requirements of between 500 and 1200 kW. It will be used either to recharge batteries after the aircraft takes off or to power propellers directly.The program is being led by engineers
in Germany, Norway, and Hungary. It is receiving undisclosed
amounts of financial support from the German government’s
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Action.Last year, during
ground tests at Rolls-Royce’s Bristol facility in the UK, the company achieved a key milestone of generating more than a megawatt
(1 MW) of power with its Power Generation System 1. Its goal is to
generate a power output of 2.5 MW in further testing.
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Joby and NASA Completed
eVTOL Noise Test
In early May the American eVTOL company Joby announced that
they have completed the noise test of their S-4 five-seat tilt-rotor
eVTOL prototype with NASA. NASA engineers confirmed Joby’s
cruise profile was the quietest mode of all its flight profiles. The
acoustic profile of the aircraft during take-off and landing was below 65 dBA at a distance of 330 ft (100 m) from the flight path.
Landing configuration was the loudest of the profiles, still weighing in below 65 dBA at 330 ft (100 m), a distance consistent with
typical community proximity to the aircraft, according to NASA. A
65 dBA sound level is about the level of a normal conversation. In
September 2021, NASA conducted its first acoustic flight test on
an eVTOL aircraft with Joby as the OEM partner to capture noise
profile data from Joby’s full-size S-4 prototype. Test lasted two
weeks during which NASA engineers recorded sound and pressure readings from multiple flight configurations, airspeeds, and
altitudes. The aircraft was remotely operated for the test and loaded to near its maximum gross weight to simulate a pilot and four
passengers on board.

e News

Airflow Acquired Electra

eight to ten passenger seats, a 2,000-pound payload, a 500-mile range, and
the ability to land and take off from just 200 feet of runway. A smaller model
would have a 500-pound payload and 250-mile range and be able to operate from a runway of only 150 feet. Besides the hybrid-electric solution, both
companies are also exploring hydrogen propulsion. Airflow will continue their
existing collaboration with fuel cell company PlugPower.

Bild © Volocopter & DB Schenker

Two American eSTOL startups have merged when in
June Electra announced that it has acquired Airflow. The
amount of the deal was not disclosed. After this deal
Electra has a combined orders of almost 800 aircraft. The
two companies have been developing similar eSTOL design both using blown-lift technology to shorten the takeoff distance. Electra says its model will be able to carry up
to nine passengers or 1,800 pounds of freight on sectors
of up to around 500 miles, with the ability to operate from
no more than 300 feet of runway. The company expects
to be ready to start test flights with a two-seat technology
demonstrator by the end of 2022. Airflow was working on
two versions of its proposed aircraft, both of which could
be operated by a single pilot. One version would have

Hanwha Invested Additional
$145 million in Overair
On June 14 2022, Overair, an eVTOL startup established
in California by South Korea’s Hanwha Systems and
Israel’s Karem Aircraft, announced that it has received an
additional $145 million in equity investment from Hanwha.
Overair also announced plans to begin test flights of its
six-seat “Butterfly” tilt-rotor eVTOL prototype in the second half of 2023, with plans to obtain FAA airworthiness
certificate in 2026. Overair originally received US$25 million investment when it was founded in 2019 as a joint
venture of Hanwha Group and Karem Aircraft. In August
2021, Overair unveiled the “Butterfly” eVTOL design with
targeted payload of 500 kilograms, five seats, a targeted
range of 160 kilometers, a top speed of 320 kilometers
per hour, four large-sized tilting rotors which rotate relatively slowly with smaller disk load for lower energy consumption at vertical takeoff and landing.
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Universal Hydrogen Obtained Orders to Convert 75 ATR
Regional Jet To Hydrogen Power
In June 2022 the American hydrogen aviation startup Universal
Hydrogen announced that it received confirmed order from
Massachusetts-based regional carrier Connect Airlines to covert
75 ATR 72-600 regional turboprops to hydrogen power and plans
to deliver the first converted ATR in 2025. Connect Airlines also
signed for purchase rights on another 25 ATR conversions.The
latest contract between Connect Airlines and Universal follows a
letter of intent announced last year that called for converting De
Havilland Dash 8-300s. Connect Airlines is a division of Bostonbased charter flight operator Waltzing Matilda Aviation. It says it
has committed to becoming the world’s first true zero-emission
airline.In addition to a hydrogen conversion kit for the ATR 72600, Universal Hydrogen offers hydrogen fuel services to airports

Volocopter’s New eVTOL Design
Made First Flight

Volocopter announced that its latest eVTOL design the fourseat VoloConnect prototype made its first test flight on May 20 in
Munich.The May 20 first flight in Munich lasted two minutes and
14 seconds. Since then the prototype has expanded the flight envelope to achieve 40 mph in forward flight and 28 mph flying sideways. VoloConnect is expected to be able to have a range of 60
miles, which is almost three times farther than the VoloCity’s limit, and at speeds of 155 mph. The company aims to bring the
model into commercial service in 2026, two years after the expected commercial launch of its two-seat VoloCity multicopter.
Volocopter started developing the full-scale prototype just 17
months ago, in early 2021, and last year flew a one-third-scaled
model. VoloConnect is a lift-and-cruise design featuring six rotors
for vertical flight mounted on beams connecting the wings and
the tail section and a pair of electric ducted fan engines at the rear
of the fuselage.
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using a modular capsule technology that allows for the transport
and handling of hydrogen using the existing intermodal freight
network and cargo handling equipment. The order agreement
with Connect Airliners also calls for Universal Hydrogen to provide fuel services to the Connect fleet.

EASA Released Series of
Rulemaking drafts about eVTOL
On 30 June, 2022 the European Union Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) published a series of rules for the operation of air taxis
in cities, the first comprehensive proposal for such regulations to
be issued world-wide. The proposed new regulatory framework
is open to public consultation until September 30, 2022, and cover the technical domains of airworthiness, air operations, flight
crew licensing and rules of the air. These rules complement existing EU regulatory material for operations of Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS), the unmanned traffic management system known
in Europe as U-space and the certification of aircraft capable of
Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL), as well as EASA guidance
on the design of vertiportswhich was published in March.
The overall objective is to foster the development of a new ecosystem for urban air mobility (UAM), to achieve the safe and secure integration of certified UAS and VTOL-capable aircraft operations in the EU, and to enable operators to safely operate
VTOL-capable aircraft in the single European sky. In developing
its proposals for new rules for the different types of aircraft designs and operations, EASA applies a step-by-step approach that
is closely aligned with actual industry development. As such, certain future developments (e.g. VTOL-capable aircraft without a human pilot on board) are not yet covered in this proposal. They will
be addressed by EASA with separate proposals when needed
and in line with technological progress.

e News

GAMA EPIC @ AERO/e-flight-expo 2022:

European Update

Information from first hand: GAMA president Pete Bunce (left) is listening to David Solar, EASA Head of General Aviation certification,
who is giving an update on the latest modifications in SC-Vtol MOSs.

A

After two years of Covid-19 break, the annual EPIC Meeting took place
at AERO Friedrichshafen as Part of the e-Flight-Expo electric aircraft
conference. This year, after the reports of the EPIC subcommittees,
EASAs head of GA- certification David Solar gave an update on the SCVTOL approach and an update on the status of the Mean of Compliance
of the different E-aircraft departments of the agency.
Next to the SC-VTOL info also, the EU Drones Strategy 2.0, U-Space
were discussed. A broad discussion addressed the societal acceptance
of electric flight, especially drones and eVTOL. A controversial discussion was about how to call the new aviation forms, if AAM (Advanced
Air Mobility) or UAM (Urban Air Mobility) is the most correct term. There
is the fear that if Drones are included, social acceptance may decrease.
The EPIC-EU Strategies Roundtable was highly visited by many Epic
members in person as well as online.
Apart from the EPIC meeting, GAMA also hosted
several forums and was, for the first time, also present with its own booth to discuss various topics with
members and pilots. 4

In 2022 GAMA also had a booth at AERO
Friedrichshafen/Germany for the first time.

Women in Aviation panel moderated by GAMA and
AviAll’s Cate Brancart.
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E xpo / Fair

11th e-Flight-Expo / Germany

Love for E-Flying in a
Time of Pandemic
In the hardship of pandemic and war, after two years of suspension due to
COVID, the 11th e-Flight-Expo this year was at an even larger scale. Almost
all exhibition halls had products in the field of sustainable aviation. As a
result, this year’s fair was organized in a new way called the “sustainable
aviation trail” in order to better guide visitors to the relevant manufacturers’
booths. Attendees could visit all electric aviation related products simply
by following the guide signs of each exhibition hall. Here are the highlights
from this year’s fair:

Velis, the electric light sport airplane from Pipistrel is currently the only
EASA-certified electric LSA.
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SAT = Sustainable Aviation Trail: this
year’s fair was organized in a new way
called SAT in order to better guide
visitors to all electric aviation-related
manufacturers.

E xpo / Fair

JH Aviation’s electric Corsair meets 120 kg rules
while providing up to two-hour duration, folding wing
and aerobatic strength-all with 30 kw electric motor
and 14 kwh battery.

APUS project from Berlin displayed an innovative way of hydrogen storage. The four cylinders in the wing also play the role of the wing spar.
The tube in the foreground is the hydrogen cylinder.

eVTOL

E

eMagicOnesingle-seateVTOL demonstrator completed
their design, manufacture and test flight within one year.
The aircraft won this year’s Electric Aviation Award. The
aircraft was the only full-size eVTOL aircraft participating in
this air show.eMagicOne does not yet plan to commercialize the current design. Instead, it will be used as a demonstrator and test platform for their larger four-seat design.
Two British eVTOL companies came to the fair. Samad
Aerospace brought a small model. The company has
designed multiple models of full electric and hybrid eVTOL and has test flown a sub-scale prototype. Vertical
Aerospace showed their propulsion system at the booth
of their partner, Rolls Royce. Deepblue from Austria presented their tilt-rotor flying wing eVTOL design concept,
which incorporates a highly efficient flying wing for cruise,
with two propellers which can tilt for vertical takeoff and
cruise and a separate lift propeller in the rear air frame.

Fixed-wing
The pioneer of electric aviation, Elektra Solar, brought
their latest two-seat Elektra Trainer as well as the singleseat demonstrator Elektra One to the fair. The two-seat
Elektra Trainer is designed for training and flight clubs
and will apply for a DULV permit. The leading Part 23 airplane manufacturer Diamond debuted the electric version
of their popular DA40 at the fair, called eDA40, which is expected to complete type certification in 2023. According
to Diamond, the four-seat eDA40 will have a duration of
up to 90 minutes and will deliver a 40 percent reduction in

operating costs compared with its piston-powered model.
Air Race E, the air race for electric airplanes, managed to
bring a competition racer to the fair. The electric racer is
based on the venerable Cassutt and is designed and built
by the British team. According to Air Race E, 18 teams
have registered for the race,seven of which are qualified.
So we can expect to see some fast electric airplanes meeting UL standards for flying very soon. JH Aviation’s electric Corsair meets 120 kg rules while providing two-hour
duration, folding wing and aerobatic strength.

Hydrogen
Flight Design unveiled a fuel cell demonstrator based on
their electric F2e. The project, called F2e HyFly, is a proofof-concept to demonstrate the hydrogen benefits in light
plane uses. The record-setting HY4 fuel cell demonstrator
Diamond debuted the electric version of
their popular
DA40 four-seater called eDA40,
which is expected to complete
type certification
in 2023; targeted at the flight
training market,
it will use the
Safran electric
motor.
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Samad Aerospace from UK showed a model of their eVTOL design.
They have designed multiple models of full electric and hybrid eVTOLs and test flown a sub-scale prototype.

Flight Design unveiled the fuel cell demonstrator called F2e HyFly
based on their electric F2e. The ball in the foreground is the highpressure hydrogen storage on HyFly, which has a 70 cm diameter
and carries 7 kg hydrogen, enough for about a five-hour flight.

The two-seat Elektra Trainer is Elektra Solara’s latest design. As
the name suggests, it is intended for flight training as well as
flight clubs and will apply for a DULV permit.

Geiger’s electric motors have a wide range of power
output and have been flown on multiple electric aircraft projects.

The Phenix electric motorglider using MGM Compro’s electric propulsion. With an interchangeable wingtip, Phenix can be a motorglider and a touring UL.

The electric motor of the H55 electric demonstrator was jointly developed by H55 from Swiss and Bristell airplanes.
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XAEROS modular hybrid electric engine integrates
combustion engines with an electric motor on the
same power shaft in a very compact package.

E xpo / Fair

eMagicOne’s single-seater VTOL
demonstrator won this year’s
Electric Aviation Award.

flew into the fair. HY4 set multiple world records for electric-powered, as well as a hydrogen airplane. APUS displayed an innovative way of hydrogen storage by using
the hydrogen cylinders as wing spars.

Propulsion
Rolls Royce, as they did in the last fair, displayed a full
spectrum of their electric propulsion technologies from
the 30kw motor used on H3PS, to the parallel hybrid
electric demonstrator airplane jointly developed by Rolls
Royce, Tecnam and Rotax, to a turbine-powered hybrid
electric solution with megawatt-level potential. VoltAero,
founded by the former Airbus CTO Jean Botti, planned to
fly their hybrid demonstrator airplane to the fair but due
to a technical issue the demonstrator airplane had to land
on the way to AERO. There was an interesting discussion
between VoltAero and Tecnam speakers about the definition of parallel hybrid electric at the e-Flight-Forum at the
fair. The discussion indicates that there is still much space
for development in the hybrid electric propulsion domain.
MGM Compro and Geiger, the two suppliers of electric
motors and controllers who have actually powered many
electric aircraft into real flight, presented the full line of
their motor products. An interesting hybrid electric concept is the XAEROS engine, which integrates combustion
engines with electric motors on the same power shaft in a
very compact package. 4

H3PS is the parallel hybrid electric demonstrator airplane jointly developed by Rolls Royce,
Tecnam and Rotax. It parallel couples a Rotax 915 with a 30 kw
Rolls Royce electric motor on the
same shaft.

Air Race E: The happy team
of the electric racer, which
is based on the venerable
Cassutt racing airplane.
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More e-Exhibitions in Germany

			 E-surprises

in Berlin

Nex.Aero is the first lift & cruise eVTOL coming from Berlin. A 50% scaled version was shown at the Greentech
(small image) and a 25% prototype is already flying with a fuel cell.
After the electrical-packed AERO, the e-flight at the ILA
show in Berlin did have less electric news. At the same
time in a parallel show, also in Berlin on the former
Airfield Berlin Tegel, the company Nex had a real surprise: a medium range eVTOL driven by a fuel cell!
The most interesting news which happened in the area
of electric aircraft during the ILA in Berlin in 2022 was not
shown at the ILA Showground in Berlin Schönefeld. The
presentation of the Greentech Festival took place on another Berlin airfield – or better said, ex-airfield, in Berlin
Tegel.
This event for all kinds of green technology, from electric cars to Jetskis, trains and new Co2 neutral food, managed to get an interesting mixture. Co-organized by the
ex-Formula 1 world champion Nico Rosberg and Marco
Voigt, they managed to get exhibitors and sponsors from
all kinds of future technologies, as well as politicians such
as the German Minister of Finance Christian Lindner.
One of the highlights was the 50% scaled mockup of the
Nex AERO Fuel Cell
“The advantage of the Nex, compared with the batterydriven competitors, is that we can fly distances of more
than 400 Kilometers” states Johannes Garbino-Anton, one
of the founders of the company. His cofounder Mohamed
Attia adds, “also operating inside the city we need much
less recharging time in short distance operations.” Both
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founders and the majority part of their team have worked
a long time in aviation. Attia was working for Rolls Royce
in Brandenburg. One of the interesting details in the
Hydrogene Powertrain is the fuel cell from intelligent energy which promises to have 40% less waste heat than existing fuel cells. The Idea of the four-seat eVTOL lift and
cruise concept is to take off and land with batteries and
cruise on the wings with energy only from the fuel cell,
which also recharges the batteries in cruise.
Next to intelligent energy from UK, another partner in the
Nex project is APUS from Straussberg near Berlin. The
APUS team themselves were exhibiting 30 kilometers

High interest from politics at Volocopter: After the
German Chancellor also Daniel Riedl, head of aviation
in the German ministry of economics, checked out the
Volocity.

e -show

The APUS IP-2 is a conventional 4-seater twin engine
GA aircraft. The fuel cell
is in the nose, the hydrogen is stored in the round
spars in the wings.
away at the ILA with the first full size mockup of their fourseat GA Aircraft Apus I-2. The twin engine is, like the Nex,
driven by electro motors powered by a fuel cell. One of the
most innovative parts in this aircraft is that the high pressure gas tank is integrated into tubes in the Wings.

Hydrogen Wing Structure Design
The wing structure of the APUS i-2 consists of several
round spars and a shaping aerodynamic shell. The four
tubular spars each form a pressure tank for storing gaseous hydrogen and carries the applied flight loads and
aerodynamic forces at the same time. Compared to a conventional design, the empty space in the wing is optimally used in this way. In addition, there are mass savings
through the combination of pressure and flight load-bearing spars. The wing is built in an integral construction from
high-performance carbon fiber.
But the highlight for the politicians like the German chancellor Olaf Scholz and the German minister of economics
was the prototype of the Volocopter. The company from
Bruchsaal, close to the German town of Karlsruhe, was
not presenting tech news. The main goal for them is flying
with passengers at the Paris Olympics in 2024 – with the
EASAs cVtol certification.
Interesting to see how Rolls-Royce, the British turbine
manufacturer, is moving the focus. The central item at
the booth was not a turbine but the Accel world record
electric race plane. Other, and probably more interesting
technically, details were the lift powertrain of the Vertical
eVtol which was already seen at AERO and a 1- megawatt generator for hybrid electric aircraft consisting of a
newly designed gas turbine, which in the beginning will
run on jet fuel but later may be converted to Hydrogene,

and a 1-megawatt generator. Among several startups was the company
Vaeridion from Munich: several ex-engineers from the Airbus e-fan project are creating a nine-passenger “electric Microliner” which will fly up to
500 Kilometers. The secret for the young developers is an effective wing
with a high aspect ratio. Batteries are integrated in the wing and their ambitious goal is to have the aircraft certified and operational before 2030. 4

The key attraction at the Rolls-Royce booth was not
the turbines but the Accel record plane.

Power for Hybrid: Rolls-Royce showed in Berlin the
prototype of a 1-Megawatt-Generator.

e Flight Journal
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HY4 fuel cell demonstrator developed by H2FLY which set various world records in its class was acquired by
the leading eVTOL company Joby Aviation

The magic effect between
fuel cell and eVTOL
As the popular topic of electric aviation, eVTOL is also often criticized for short range and flight duration. However there have been
some interesting development recently which may change the scenario. What if hydrogen fuel cell and eVTOL are combined together? Would there be any magic effect happening?
Full cell Long range eVTOL unveiled

I

In mid-June, the Berlin-based startup NEX unveiled their
4-seat lift-and-cruise eVTOL design and a sub-scale prototype after two-year development at the Green Tech
Festival in Berlin held at the former Berlin city airport Tegel
airport which is now called “Urban Tech Republic”.
NEX, which claims to be the first fuel-cell powered long
range eVTOL, is a four-seat, lift-and-cruise design with a
total of 8 lift motors for vertical takeoff and landing and 2
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motors dedicated to cruise flight. The aircraft uses hydrogen fuel cells as energy storage and designs to have 500
kilometers range. A 50% scaled demonstrator has successfully flew.

Joby Acquired H2FLY Fuel Cell demonstrator
Project
The American eVTOL leading company Joby Aviation
acquired the H2FLY fuell cell aircraft project in April last

Market Watch

The interface of the control panel of the uncrewed Prosperity I prototype

NEX presented
a 25% sub-scale
flying prototype
at the Green
Tech Festival in
Berlin.

e Flight Journal
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A visionary concept of the NEX flying over Berlin as air taxi.

year. H2Fly, led by Professor Josef Kallo, is a spinoff of
Germany’s DLR Space and Aerospace research center
and the University of Ulm. Back in 2009 the project designed, built and flew a hydrogen fuel cell airplane. Since
then H2FLY has been focusing on core technologies of
hydrogen aviation and has developed six generations of
fuel cell powertrain. The result is the world record-setting
four-seat HY4 fuel cell demonstrator airplane which has
been flying since 2014. On April 13th 2022, HY4 aircraft
sets new world record of fuel cell airplane by flying above
7,000 ft for the first time. In July 2021 H2FLY and Deutsche
Aircraft signed a Memorandum of Understanding to work
together on the research and development of Hydrogen
Fuel Cell technology for commercial regional aircraft.

The proud team of NEX with
the sub-scale flying prototype (Johannes GarbinoAnton on the second from
the left) .
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NEX and H2FLY have an interesting connection. Despite
a startup, the founder of the project are no strangers to
hydrogen aviation and the project has some interesting
relationship with some well-established hydrogen aircraft projects. One of the founders, Johannes GarbinoAnton, is a test pilot and engineer of the record-setting
H2FLY project . Therefore it may not be very surprising
that the NEX project chooses hydrogen fuel cell as its energy storage. In addition Johannes is also a key member
of the APUS hydrogen fuel cell regional aircraft project
funded by the State of Brandenburg and participated by
Rolls-Royce. When two competent projects both choose
hydrogen fuel cell for their eVTOL project, the result
should be worth of waiting for. 4

Elektra Solar
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The pilot training electric aircraft
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Interview with Pantuo Aviation, a Chineses Startup

The futuristic looking design of
Pantuo’s
ductedfan
eVTOL..

One year of success
					 - and continue
As one of the hotspots of eVTOL development around the world, eVTOL startups in China have been mushrooming in the past two years and developing
some interesting designs. PantuoAviation is one such company. Their coollooking ductedfan eVTOL design attracted quite some interest. A little over
one year after the company was founded, they have designed, built and test
flown a 50% sub-scale demonstrator called “ PANTALA Concept H.” The fullsize prototype will have five seats and will be powered by 22 ducted fans.The
small engineering team of Pantuo Aviation has extensive experience in highperformance business jet and Part 25 airplane designs, as well as lithium
battery packing design, so we asked them some hard questions.

E

eFlight Journal: What are the differences between
Pantuo’s and Lilium’s design?
Some people compare Pantala Concept H with Lilium Jet
because both use ducted-fan-based solutions. But if one
looks carefully, you can see that our primary propulsion
solutions are quite different.

Elegance
on the
ground,
luxury
inside.
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Our primary propulsion-lift units are tilt wings with a full
span of ducted fan units, with substantially larger-diameter
ducted fans. Our cabin is designed for five seats. The vehicle has vertical, conventional, and short take-off and landing capabilities. In conclusion, on primary propulsion, lift
units and vehicle size, we started out quite different.

e Founder

eFJ: It is my understanding that Lilium’s new design
has recently up sized their fan diameter, decreased the
number of fans and incorporated conventional landing
capabilities and so on, can you comment on that?
We believe that every eVTOL company is working with
roughly the same flight physics and technology. We unveiled the design of PANTALA Concept H in public last
October. The configuration design had been in the works
for a couple of years prior. We have confidence in our design choices because we started off from our own set of
customer requirements and technology know-how.
eFJ: Can you talk about the history of this design, and
why Pantuo chose this configuration which uses ducted fan as the whole wing rather than Lilium’s aileronlike configuration?
At very early stages of our venture, we had designed and
analyzed different eVTOL configurations, including ducted
fans, tilt rotors and lift and cruise. After conducting market
research on consumer needs and supply chain availability, considering technology maturity and growth potential,
we came up with the PANTALA Concept H.
The primary trade-off of such a configuration is power
density requirement for the cells if we go with small sized
ducts, vs. incorporating a large dimension ducted propulsion system into a vehicle limited by external geometry and needs for propulsion redundancy. At the same
time, we took a deep dive into aerodynamics and propulsion. We learned that the solution to incorporate the
ducted fans into the wing unit is feasible and beneficial.
It has good peripheral benefits in terms of high lift which

is needed at low speeds and less cruise drag in potential.
The cost is of course complications in aerodynamics-propulsion coupling and structure designs that are manageable. The next problem is finding the right dimensions for
the fans. Considering the dimensional constraints from an
operational point of view and current state-of-the-art battery cell capabilities, we estimated the geometry of the
ducted wing that is required, which turns out to be very
reasonable.
It is easy to understand that making large things move fast
is difficult and costly. It is somewhat simpler and cheaper to tilt a heavy object relatively slowly. The technology
has existed since the 50’s and is on every commercial jet,
such as those on the flap mechanism and horizontal stabilizers. It is also relatively easy to engineer control surfaces to move fast which we have on the trailing edge of the
wings. The above items led us to the primary propulsionaerodynamic system of this vehicle.
eFJ: What is the projected performance of Pantuo’s final design?
We are still adjusting the design, but right now we are targeting the headline performance of 250km range on one
charge and 300 kph max speed.
eFJ: What’re the key points in the ducted fan design
and how Pantuo tackles them?
The balance between hover and cruise is an obvious key
point. Another important but often overlooked item is high
angle of attack and high lift regions during transition. We
not only want to have good speed and good hover, but
also a low-speed region where we can have nice and low

The targeted performance of the Concept
H is impressive.
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approach speeds and steep climb outs. We are fortunate
eFJ: What do you think about Autonomy?
to have some very good CFD capabilities that are interTo Pantuo, autonomy encompasses a range of solutions
nal to our small team. But we also rely on solid fluid dyfrom today’s auto flight and advanced flight controls to
namics basic principles to gauge the overall gross direceventual adoption of fully autonomous flight without hution of our design. We are still refining our aerodynamics
man-in-the-loop. The first generation of eVTOLs when
and what you see in the T1 demonstrator is just “a” dethey come into the market will have to be operated by pisign that was aimed to getting the demonstrator out and
lots with appropriate training. The pessimistic consensus
proving this technology quickly and cheaply.
is that pilot-less autonomy is far away.
eFJ: What are your strategies for certification? Can
We take a slightly more nuanced view, which is that eVyou talk about that?
TOL, even if piloted, will have to include sophisticated
We are observing regulatory directions from CAAC, FAA,
software backed up by very high capability and integriEASA on eVTOLs carefully and we will use the latest and
ty hardware not found in traditional aircraft of this size.
ongoing guidAnd many of these
ance as a baitems are foundasis to further retional to what a fufine PANTALA
ture sophisticated
Concept H.
“Full Autonomy”
Our team’s exvehicle will be. To
perience in comproperly
deploy
mercial aviation
these is, in itself,
programs perlaying the founforms as an andation of autonchor for aeroomy. So, with an
nautical
and
eye towards the fucritical
sys- The final design will have 22 ducted fans and five seats
ture, on PANTALA
tems developConcept H design
ment. We think that this gives us a good overall direcchoices, we are working to make sure that the core vetional sense and scale sense of how some vehicle level
hicle and systems architectures are ready for this growth
and critical system certifications will play out. Ultimately,
approach from day one.
we believe that whichever set of regulations and means
eFJ: What is your philosophy in this vehicle design?
of compliance that this vehicle will be certified in, and reOur mission statement is “Shape the future of sustainable
gardless of what form the regulation and certification rehuman mobility through symbiosis of design, experience
quirements will be contained in, the content will be close
and technology.” This is what we are doing in Concept H,
to a coherent combination of traditional Part 23/27 and
where we start off from what customers actually want and
a set of “special conditions,” but will be developed speuse the technological edge of the possible to reach for a
cifically to address the particular challenges of eVTOLs,
great product.
and will embody the safety philosophies and engineereFJ: What’re the key points in the battery system deing tools of today, like those on found in commercial avisign and how doesPantuo tackle them? What is the
ation. The philosophy behind some of these regulations
weak link in the battery system of eVTOL that is often
will be familiar to those who have done complex certificamissed or ignored?
tion programs before.
There are primarily two aspects of a battery system that
At this stage of development, we are focusing on some
we have to balance carefully: 1) it has to provide both the
foundational engineering tools and architecting a safe
power and energy performance required for the mission;
product. We are driving this by setting this vehicle’s cer2) meet safety goals assigned to the battery system.
tification safety goals fairly high, but reasonable, so that
Pantuo is carefully gathering information and reviewthe design and the product will be ready for the final reging electrical architecture design as well as preliminary
ulatory requirements.
safety analysis at subsystem levels to identify critical
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Details of the ducted fan of the sub-scale demonstrator.

The 50% sub-scale demonstrator has been test flying.

architecture/cell supplier/system integration decisions
that facilitate towards a battery system design that satisfy
the above two broad categories of requirements.
Here are some of the challenges that we see:
- Additional weight that will be needed for system redundancy, specific failures such as thermal runaway, landing
crush zones. (Safety cost weight)
- Configuration and placement requirement for the specific risks. (Safety cost volume)
- Limited safety data and analysis process for cell/battery
systems from the automotive industry. (Historical data on
cells still building, a challenge for the entire industry)
eFJ: Why does Pantuo plan for the private owner market rather than fleet operation?
Ultimately the vehicle is designed for “Individual mobility,” but the business and operational requirements also
account for fleet operators. We are working closely with
helicopter service providers to understand their needs
and requirements at this stage. We will utilize existing infrastructure, approved air routes and experienced pilots
to form a strong market entry point together with fleet
operators.
eFJ: Are the left and right side of the wings mechanically interconnected?
Yes, the left and right wings are structurally connected via
the center wing box and rotate together.
eFJ: Can it glide with all main propulsion off? If so,
what is the glide ratio?
Highly unlikely, but yes, you can. Just not like a glider.
eFJ: What about natural stability in yaw?
It’s lightly stable on purpose.
eFJ: What is the required hover power of the final
design?
A bit higher than a similar sized multi-tilt-rotor configuration, but not by much.
eFJ: What is the ratio of hover to cruise power?
Close to Cruise L/D ratio.

eFJ: Does it have single points of failure in the tilt
mechanism?
Of course, systems will have single point of failure, it just
cannot be consequences that are catastrophic.
Part of our concept is to utilize as much conventional
technology as possible for most of the vehicle architectural elements. Tilt mechanism is no exception. The system
is akin to the flap mechanism and horizontal stabilizer servo-mechanical elements on conventional commercial aircraft, which have long implemented solutions that prevent
failures like uncommanded runaways and rapid hardovers that have undesirable consequences. If you were
to get into the details of it: The failure mode of most interest is probably jams, but this vehicle configuration and
architecture is such that continued safe flight and landing
can be achieved at any tilt angle, via some elegant solutions in flight controls.
eFJ: Are all the motor controllers in the lift thrust units
the same and simplex? How do you address the common mode errors in the lift thrust units?
There are a couple of things that need to be clarified first.
Typically, the common mode analysis which is part of our
safety processes will determine the architecture and design choices (against the typical requirement such as Part
25.671 (c)(1), for example). In general, subsystems can
be simplex, or complex, depending on requirements and
architecture needs. We are not at this point of decision
yet. But, if hypothetically, the result from common mode
analysis requires one particular subsystem to mitigate
its own common mode failures, or else the result is catastrophic, then one option is dissimilarity hardware and
software which is often acceptable in commercial aviation. Of course, there are other options that we may just
use which require some adjustment of other systems; we
are evaluating them all.
eFJ: Thank you. 4
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Is Theion’s Lithium Sulfur battery the
strong contender for electric aviation application?
There is no doubt that battery is a critical factor in the success of electric aviation.
Without battery technology with sufficient power and energy density, cost-effectiveness, and production scale, electric aviation would not be able to take off. What is the
best battery technology for mobility application including aviation? Berlin-based battery startup Theion GmbH gives its answer: Lithium Sulfur battery
Founded by battery industry veteran Dr. Ulrich Ehmes, CEO,
and Marek Slavik, CTO and one of the world’s leading chemistry scientists and battery experts, Theion believes that they have
cracked the case of Lithium Sulfur battery. According to the company, the current three major battery technologies’ raw materials are facing a short supply in the future: cobalt, nickel, and lithium. So the battery industry fundamentally needs to change to
a new formula. Theion believes that Lithium Sulfur battery is the
solution simply because on the supply chain side, sulfur is a byproduct, so no mining is required, and it has virtually no supply
limit. According to Theion’s math, the material cost of a Lithium
Sulfur battery could be down to 0.20 EUR/kg or about 1/10 of
the state-of-the-art cathode material NMC811 battery. In addition, Lithium Sulfur battery is easy, safe, and cheap to recycle
and has fewer problems with thermal runaway, which causes fire.
Theion is undoubtedly not the first company to look at the potential of Lithium Sulfur batteries, but there have been some
obstacles to mass production, mainly in cycle life and production efficiency. Theion believes that its patented technologies
can triple the gravimetric and volumetric energy density, provide long cyclability, fast charging, and the lowest cell price.

Theion’s founder and CEO Dr. Ulrich Ehmes presented at eFlight-Expo’ forum at AERO Friedrichshafen in 2022
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Theion’s research shows that the gravimetric energy density of their Lithium Sulfur battery can be higher than 1000 Wh/
kg, the volumetric energy density can be higher than 1500 Wh/l,
and power capability can be 12.000 W/kg which are all considerably higher than the best other lithium-ion batteries currently available. The company expects the life cycle of their
Lithium Sulfur battery will be more than 1000 times at 1 Celsius
which should be very helpful for eVTOL’s operational pattern.
If Theion’s claims can be materialized, we can expect to charge a
mobile phone only every two days, to drive more than 1,000 km
per charge in electric cars, and, for electric aviation’s sake, to fly
electrically over two hours in eVTOLs or small fixed-wing airplane.
Theion believes that eVTOL with Lithium Sulfur battery can fly four
hours, and the prototype product can be ready in 2023. Since the
potential of Lithium Sulfur batteries in aviation is so significant,
Theion decides to make aviation one of their first showcases, so
something fascinating may come up shortly! 4

Theion’s Lithium Sulfur battery may extend flight duration of
eVTOL to four hours.
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Prosperity I
is a lift and
cruise design
with eight electric motors and
propellers dedicated to vertical flight, and
one motor and
propellerfor
cruise. The design is full electric and has
four seats including the
pilot’s.

AutoFlight

Full scale eVTOL Prototype
Made Transition Flight
In June the Chinese eVTOL startup AutoFlight released a video to
show that their latest Prosperity I four-seat eVTOL Proof of Concept prototype completed the full transition flight,in which the aircraft switched from a vertical take-off motion to the more energy
efficient, horizontal flight and back to vertical flight, before landing.
The test flight is believed have been uncrewed, lasted about eight
minutes, and the maximum speed in the flight reached about 90 kts.

P

Prosperity I is a lift and cruise design with eight electric
motors and propellors dedicated to vertical flight, and one
motor for cruise. The design is full electric and has four
seats (including the pilot). Prosperity I was designed for
short transfers between parts of a city, airport commutes,
connecting to nearby cities, or enabling trips to the countryside while avoiding traffic on the ground. Autoflight expects it to be ready for commercial flight in 2025.
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The completion of the transition test flight of an eVTOLdesign is regarded as the important milestone in product
development because this is the most critical, as well as
the most dangerous, phase in the flight. A ‘transition’ is
when an aircraft moves from a vertical to horizontal motion and is one of the most challenging parts of an eVTOL
flight. Vertical flight for the Proof of Concept for Prosperity
I required eight rotors to lift the 3,307 pound (including

Market Watch

The interface of the control panel of the uncrewed Prosperity I prototype

four people), state-of-the-art electric aircraft into the air.
Once the aircraft reached an altitude of 150 meters and
the airspeed of 100-110mph, the fixed-wing part of the eVTOL generated lift. At this point, Prosperity I entered the
complex transition phase – the rotors on the top stopped
spinning and locked into a streamlined position, while the
propellers on the rear pushed the aircraft forward like a
traditional fixed-wing plane.
According to Autoflight, they made the initial transition
test flight in January 2022. The unmanned flight took
place at Autoflight’s flight test area in JiangSu province,
China with CEO Tian Yu, the R&D team and 40 AutoFlight
staff present.Prosperity I rose to an altitude of 150 meters
at speeds of up to 123 mph (196km/h).

entity DULV.The milestone is the latest of significant developments for AutoFlight, including the establishment of
a European base in Augsburg, Germany at the beginning
of this year, the appointment of Mark Henning (former executive of Airbus) as its European Managing Director, as
well as a $100 million investment from the German investor Team Global. 4
The full transition test flight in June lasted about eight minutes
and the maximum speed in the flight reached about 90 kts.

Headquartered in Shanghai, Autoflightwas founded by
the electric aviation veteran Tian Yu and has set up a research and certification center in Augsburg, near Munich.
AutoFlight’s founder and CEO Tian Yuhas over two decades of experience designing and building electric
aircraft,including the E430 two-seat ultralight, which obtained a flight permit from German ultralight regulation
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Elektra Trainer after the first lift off in Memmingen: it surprised with very good climb performance in the first
flights - more then 10 Meter per second (single seated).

Elektra Trainer

Two-seater Electric Elektra
Trainer Makes First Flight

Though the development and especially the activities in the capital
market of the eVTOL domain are often put under the media spotlight, the fixed-wing electric airplane domain is also making steady
progress at its own pace. One such case is the two-seat Elektra
Trainer developed by Elektra Solar GmbH in Germany. With up to
11m/s climb rate and high efficiency, it has big potential among
soaring clubs for towing sailplanes.
The founder and CEO of
Elektra Solar
GmbH, Calin
Cologan (on
the right), celebrated with the
test pilot Uwe
Northmann (on
the left).
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On 29 June 2022, e Flight Journal was invited to witness
the premier flight of the two-seater full electric aircraft
Elektra Trainer from Elektra Solar GmbH at Memmingen
International Airport in Germany for its maiden flight. The
test pilot was Uwe Northmann.
The flight lasted about 20 minutes. Elektra Trainer took
off in less than 100 meters with very little sound and no

Market Watch

Elektra Trainer from Elektra Solar GmbH made its maiden
flight at Memmingen International Airport in Germany on
29 June 2022. The test pilot was Uwe Northmann.
The interface of the control panel of the uncrewed Prosperity I prototype

emissions. According to Uwe, the airplane has an impressive climb rate of over 8m/s and could have reached
11m/s, an impressive climb rate which makes the airplane ideal for sailplane towing operations and thus has
great potential among soaring flight clubs. As a trainer or
touring plane, Elektra Trainer is very efficient,consuming
only around 10 kW of power at cruising speed.
This aircraft accumulates the company’s decades of experience in the development of solar and electric-powered aircraft. Elektra Trainer is primarily based on the
proven technology of Elektra One, the single-seat electric
ultralight aircraft from Elektra Solar, which was certified in
the German ultralight class last year.

What is even more interesting is that Elektra Solar GmbH
puts a cloud infrastructure into operation for automatic
system diagnostics and preventive maintenance (digital
aircraft platform) for Elektra Trainer. The flight status data
is uploaded to a cloud-based server and automatically analyzed using AI methods. The errors and deviations from
the normal state are reported to the owner and/or a maintenance company. The company expects this technology
and method to increase the operational safety and to reduce the maintenance effort.

The glorious history and the bright future of aviation
stand side by side.

Elektra Trainer was designed for use in flight schools and
flight clubs. The company expects the 0perating costs to
be less than 60 EUR/hour ($61 USD) which is about half
the cost of an ultralight aircraft with a combustion engine
and justifies the higher acquisition price compared with
regular ultralight airplanes. In fact, the company will begin flight tests for German ultralight certification and plans
to complete the UL certification process by the end of this
year. The company has already started preparing for series production.
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The 1.25 m wide side-by-side cockpit can accommodate pilots up to 2 m tall (top) there will be a tricycle
gear version later as well (right).
The flight was carried out at
Memmingen International Airport.
The quietness of the electric motor was a sharp comparison with
the jet engine.
Elektra Trainer uses a co-axial twin electric motor for redundancy and variable pitch propellor for
efficiency.
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Moreover, Elektra Solar GmbH has an ambitious plan
to expand its Elektra electric aircraft family up to a 10seat regional commuter electric aircraft with more than
500 km range in 10 years. This vision may not be just a
dream. The company has been working on electric aviation for over a decade,going back to 2011 when its predecessor PC-Aero GmbH was founded by Calin Gologan.
Elektra One electric aircraft was the first product flying
in March 2011. In the same year, Elektra One received
the Lindbergh Prize for Electric Aircraft Vision. ElektraUAS GmbH was founded in 2012 for unmanned systems
and application. Both companies merged in 2016 under
the new name Elektra Solar GmbH. The first flight of the
larger Elektra Two Solar took place in 2017. In 2019 the
Elektra Two Solar UAS (unmanned version) flew up to 10
km altitude completely autonomously, including start and
landing. 4

The E-10 SCYLAX electric commuter design of Elektra
Solar. Could it be the future of Elektra Trainer?

Interestingly the Dornier 328 (not this specific one in
this image) is also undergoing a hydrogen fuel cell
electric powered conversion project.
Proud team of the Elektra Solar
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